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Secure Worker Access Consortium
In today’s volatile global climate, protecting and  

ensuring the continuity of critical infrastructures 
and public facilities is essential to our nation’s 
security, economic vitality, and way of life. Secure 
Worker Access Consortium (SWAC) utilizes RTV 
to power its turnkey service, providing real-time 
verification of workers’ identities and threat-free 
backgrounds before authorizing access to  
critical infrastructure projects. As part of the  
security procedures for the World Trade Center 
complex, NY/NJ airports, bus 
terminals, bridges, and other 
transportation facilities, SWAC 
meets U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security guidelines.

Find out more about  
SWAC and critical  
infrastructure protection at  
www.realtimetg.com/swac. 

Emergency Personnel  
Information Center

When natural or man-made  
disasters occur, properly trained and qualified  
first responders must be deployed as efficiently as  
possible. Emergency Personnel Information Center 
(EPIC) is a managed, web-based information center 
that enables independent departments to easily  
organize and track members’ certifications and 
training records. EPIC also provides safety officers 
with the ability to securely cross-authenticate  
credential, biometric, and certification data of 
mutual-aid responders before granting safe access 
to critical incidents.

Find out more about EPIC and first responders’  
certification and training record management  
at www.realtimetg.com/epic. 

Workplace Identification for  
Secure Enterprises

Increasing demands on the corporate sector to  
comply with industry and government security  
requirements take a robust, trusted identity  
assurance system that demonstrates compliance  
with varied security directives. WISE utilizes  
RTV technology to provide corporations with a  
web-based managed service that securely  
collects, processes, and manages data and  

credentials to facilitate  
compliance with internal and 
external security requirements. 

Find out more about WISE  
and corporate safety and  
security compliance at  
www.realtimetg.com/wise. 

Verification 
You Can Trust

Secure Managed Identity Service
Maximum Privacy Protection

Verification You Can Trust
Real-Time Verification, a trusted, proven 

technology, enables public agencies and private 
enterprises to reduce risk through personnel 
assurance. The RTV platform provides: 

• An efficient, highly effective  
web-based service

• Records management for surety, safety,  
fitness, and professional training

• Audited safety and security program  
compliance

• Enhanced access control through secure, 
reliable identity verification 

• Maximum privacy protection

The Power of RTV
Critical Infrastructure Protection   RTV  

technology provides a powerful engine that brings 
together public agencies and private enterprises  
that must partner to secure and ensure the continuity 
of critical infrastructures and public facilities. It collects, 
processes, and securely manages sensitive data  
that verifies who individuals are and that they are 
threat-free.

Corporate Safety and Security Compliance  
RTV helps enterprises comply with  increasingly  
rigorous and constantly changing industry and  
government security requirements. It drives  
applications that organize, track, and selectively  
provide data on a permission basis for audited  
compliance and risk reduction.  

First Responders’ Certification and  
Record Management   RTV powers web-based  
applications that easily and efficiently maintain  
training records for internal staff, cross authenticate 

Get the RTV Advantage Now
To demonstrate a shared commitment to customer  

success, RTV solutions are delivered with usage-based 
fees and no up-front expense.

To find out more about how to integrate RTV  
into your safety and security operations, call  
908-782-6010, email info@realtimetg.com or visit  
www.realtimetg.com/rtv.

Established in 1999, Real-Time Technology 
Group is most recognized for developing and 
operating personal identity and credential 
management technologies that drive real-time 
personnel assurance at some of the country’s 
largest construction projects and highest-value 
terrorist targets. Most notably, RTV is used 
throughout the New York metro area,  
including the World Trade Center and critical 
transportation infrastructures. 

Proven effectiveness, reliability and 100%  
U.S.-based operations have earned RTTG its 
reputation as a dependable, trusted partner.  

with other participating departments and rapidly  
select responders with the right proficiency for a  
specific task. 

Industry-Specific Solutions   RTV’s versatile, 
scalable technology unifies the efforts of independent 
departments to cooperatively meet the diverse  
needs of human resources, safety, and security. A 
permission-based system, RTV helps to securely  
share critical information for identity verification,  
certification tracking, and credential records  
management while ensuring maximum privacy  
protection. 
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